Preview
Suburban Symphony to play Severance Hall
      
    
by Daniel Hathaway
Martin Kessler will conduct the Suburban Symphony Orchestra in a
special Severance Hall concert on Sunday, November 18 at 4:00 pm
based around Robert S. Cohen and Herschel Garfein's Alzheimer's
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of Greater Cleveland and the University Hospitals Neurological Institute. How Cohen and Garfein's piece came to be written and how
it came to be performed in Cleveland are interesting narratives of
their own.
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Chorale made a donation in 2007 toward commissioning a piece
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chorus and community members who had dealt with the disease. The work was pre2.*7*).3(94'*7 &99-*%*.8*39*7&9:(03*11#3.;*78.9>.3*<.8':7,*33sylvania, along with works by Cohen's teacher, Ron Nelson, and was recorded for radio
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Symphony who is a retired member of the neurological faculty at UH”, Kessler told us in
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premiere and was very taken with it musically. He's a neurologist who is very interested
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me conduct the Cleveland premiere.”
That would seem a natural for the Suburban Symphony, whose members include many
medical professionals, but the orchestration of Alzheimer's Stories ).)396:.9*B9@98
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it from being too maudlin or sentimental, but rather it speaks to a deeper emotion about
the issues raised in the three movements.”
Kessler's thoughts led him to Severance Hall where he felt he could create a Suburban
Symphony concert centering around the Cohen work. “The venue is important because
the piece needs space for a large chorus and two soloists with an operatic style of drama
in their voices. The challenge was to build a whole concert around a piece that's half an
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work was the Concerto for the Left Hand, which also had a theraputic dimension because
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orchestral possibility”.
For a soloist Kessler turned to pianist Emanuela Friscioni, who had played the Ravel half
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“Then I wanted to add a brief choral work,” Kessler noted, “and I thought of Beethoven's
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clubs of Laurel and University Schools, as well as soloists Ted Christopher, baritone, and
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Kessler recently retired), and Cutsforth-Huber sang at the premiere of Alzheimer's Stories. @433.*9*&(-*8&9*33!9&9*19443&&3)<&39*)94:8*-*7&,&.3'*(&:8*14;*)
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setting.” Scheduling issues once again worked in Kessler's favor. “Ted originally turned
us down because he was leaving to do master classes in Japan, but he changed his travel
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and a Severance Hall walkthrough, “to the point where I've become rather obsessive
about it. I lie in bed at night with phrases of the Cohen piece running through my head.”
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